**TLG Integrated Instructional Design (i2D) Solution**

An Integrated Training Solution to meet your real-world needs!

**BUSINESS CHALLENGE**

To keep pace with workplace and technology innovation, well-developed training programs are a must. Often training programs are developed in silo by a training staff resulting in content not meeting user needs. Additionally, forgotten in the process, are clearly defined goals, objectives, a budget and a schedule to stay on task within cost. TLG’s Integrated Instructional Design (i2D) solution addresses the disconnects through application of the PADDIE+M process while integrating functional experts within the development process to ensure that your training meets real-world requirements.

**TLG i2D SOLUTION**

The Lockwood Group’s Training Solution experts have been delivering tailored, integrated and innovative training solutions meeting the most unique customer needs for decades.

The TLG i2D Solution address the need to integrate functional expertise combined with program management to ensure the best possible output for your training program:

- **i2D Solution** plans from day 1 to define project goals, project objectives, budget and schedules for your training program.
- **i2D Solution** maintains your training program past delivery with continuous improvement making certain your program grows as your organization grows.
- **i2D Solution** teams the Functional Expert with the Training Development expert to develop content side by side ensuring the training program meets the real-world need of your users.
- **i2D Solution** incorporates the latest training techniques and tools in accordance to the PADDIE+M model.
- **i2D Solution** delivers training in several formats to include Classroom Based Training, Technology-Based Training, Live Virtual & Constructive Training, Blended Training and even Customized Training solutions.
- **i2D Solutions** allows you to customize your training program along the way as the development process is collaborative and guided along by your functional experts.
Problem Solvers

The Lockwood approach is focused on solving our customers’ challenges through innovation and carefully designed solutions. Our integrated solutions combine service-with-solution to provide the impact to increase performance, lower costs, save time, improve safety and enhance our customer’s Mission Readiness.